Introduction
The formation of gradients of chemical composition, phase distribution or microstructure represents a now fervently pursued concept in the design of advanced engineering components. In light of this concept, a significant progress has been made in the area of functionally graded materials (FGMs) . FGMs are of practical interest because a wide gradation of physical and/or chemical properties can be achieved across a given material depending on the material design (Suresh & Mortensen, 1998 , Miyamoto et al., 1999 , Uemura et al., 2010 . Thus, FGM holds continuous changes of the microstructure, the composition and the properties in some specific directions, i.e., inhomogeneous on both macroscopic and microscopic scales. On the other hand, particle-, fibre-or platelet-dispersed composites are regarded as macroscopically homogeneous and microscopically inhomogeneous. There are two types of graded structures of the FGMs, namely continuous structure shown in Fig. 1 (a) , and stepwise structure shown in Fig. 1 (b) . In the first type, the change in composition and/or microstructure occurs continuously with position. On the other hand in the second type, the microstructure feature changes in a stepwise manner, giving rise to a multilayered structure with interfaces existing between discrete layers (Miyamoto et al., 1999 ). As will be described in more detail below, the continuous graded structure can be created by a centrifugal force. In the past, many kinds of processing methods for FGM have been proposed (Suresh & Mortensen, 1998 , Miyamoto et al., 1999 , Uemura et al., 2010 . Powder metallurgy is one of www.intechopen.com
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the most important methods of producing FGMs. An example of a typical fabrication process by the powder metallurgy is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . At first, material A and material B are weighed and mixed, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . The each mixed-powder is mixed uniformly by a V-shape mill, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Next step is stepwise staking of premixed powder according to a predesigned spatial distribution of the composition (Fig. 2  (c) ). Last step is a sintering. Spark plasma sintering (SPS), shown in Fig. 2 (d) , is one of the more advanced sintering methods, and it makes possible sintering high quality materials in short periods by charging the intervals between powder particles with electrical energy and high sintering pressure. However, usually the FGM fabricated by this method should have the stepwise structure, and it is difficult to produce the FGMs with continuous gradients. FGMs can be also fabricated under a centrifugal force, by which it is possible to produce the FGMs with continuous gradients. Fabrication methods of FGMs under the centrifugal force are classified into three categories, as shown in Fig. 3 , namely centrifugal method (application of centrifugal casting, and shown in Fig. 3 (a) ), centrifugal slurry method (centrifugal sedimentation, and shown in Fig. 3 (b) ) and centrifugal pressurization method (simple pressurization by the centrifugal force, and one example is shown in Fig. 3 (c) ). In case of centrifugal method shown in Fig. 3 (a) , a centrifugal force applied to a homogeneous molten metal, dispersed with ceramics particles or intermetallic compound particles, drives the formation of the desired gradation. The composition gradient is then achieved primarily by the difference in the centrifugal force produced by the difference in density between the molten metal and solid particles (Fukui, 1991 , Watanabe et al., 1998 . It is known that the motion of particles in a viscous liquid under a centrifugal force obeys the Stokes' law (Kang & Rohatgi, 1996 , Watanabe et al., 1998 , Ogawa et al., 2006 force to the gravity), gravitational acceleration, particle diameter and viscosity of the molten metal, respectively. The subscripts 'p' and 'm' denote particle and matrix, respectively. When the desired gradation is achieved, motion of solid particles will be stopped by solidification of molten metal, and the solidified metal becomes a matrix of the FGM. In contrast, slurry with two types of solid particles, high-velocity particle and low-velocity particle, is subjected to the centrifugal force during the fabrication of FGMs by the centrifugal slurry method , as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . After complete sedimentation occurs, liquid part of the slurry will be removed, and therefore, it does not become a part of FGM. Third one is the centrifugal pressurization method, by which the centrifugal force is only used for simple pressurization. In this method, compositional gradation should be formed prior the application of centrifugal force. Watanabe et al. are developing a centrifugal mixed-powder method, shown in Fig. 3 (c) (Watanabe et al., 2009) , and a reactive centrifugal casting method (Watanabe et al., 2004a) , which belong this category. In this chapter, some results from the centrifugal method, centrifugal slurry method, centrifugal mixed-powder method and reactive centrifugal casting method will be described. 
Centrifugal method
Centrifugal casting is a pressure casting, in which the force of gravity is enhanced by spinning the mould. Generally, the segregation, caused by the density-difference between particles and molten metal, must be avoided. However, it is possible to create a compositional gradient due to the difference in material density (Fukui, 1991 , Watanabe et al., 1998 . Figure 4 shows the apparatus used for the centrifugal method. The ingot is melted and then the plug is pulled out to cast the molten metal directly into the spinning mould through the inlet. The spinning mould is preheated before the casting. The magnitude of the centrifugal force is expressed in G number, which is the ratio of the centrifugal force to the gravity, g, as given by the following equation:
where D is the diameter of the cast ring (m) and N is the rotation speed of the mould (s -1 ). After casting, the mould-preheating furnace is removed and the mould is cooled until complete solidification occurs. The composition gradient formed by the centrifugal method is affected by the difference in density between particles and a molten metal, the applied G number, the particle size, the viscosity of the melt, the mean volume fraction of particles, the thickness of manufactured ring and the solidification time (Watanabe et al., 1998) . It is obvious that both density and viscosity are the materials' constants and both the volume fraction and thickness are the constants of products. Moreover, applied G number and solidification time show a mutual relation. One of the easily changeable parameters for the control of graded composition is the particle size.
Ceramic-particle dispersed FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal method
The typical microstructure of the Al/SiC FGM fabricated by the centrifugal method is shown in Fig. 5 (Fukui & Watanabe, 1996) , where the applied G number is 129. Figs. 5 (a) and (b) are taken at different positions, namely they are 4.1 mm and 0.5 mm from outer periphery of the ring, respectively. As can be seen, the amount of SiC particles changes from place to place. The moving direction of the particle under the centrifugal force is determined by the relative magnitudes of densities. Since the densities of SiC and molten Al at 700 o C are 3.15 Mg/m 3 and 2.37 Mg/m 3 , respectively, the SiC particles move toward the outer periphery of the ring under the centrifugal force. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the ceramic-particle volume fraction of the Al/SiC FGM fabricated by the centrifugal method (Fukui & Watanabe, 1996) . In this figure, the abscissa represents the position in the thickness direction of the ring, normalized by the thickness, i.e., 0.0 and 1.0 correspond to the inner and outer peripheries, respectively. It is clear that the distributions of the particles in both specimens are graded, suggesting that the ceramicdispersed FGMs can successfully be fabricated by the centrifugal method. (Fukui & Watanabe, 1996) . Black and white are SiC and Al matrix, respectively. (Fukui & Watanabe, 1996) .
Fig. 7. The particle distribution in the FGM fabricated by the centrifugal solid-particle method under G=15 (Watanabe et al., 2002) .
As described in introduction, the motion of ceramic particles in a viscous liquid under a centrifugal force can be estimated using Stokes' law. Therefore, in the FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal method, the mean particle size is distributed gradually along the applied centrifugal force. Figure 7 shows the particle distributions in the FGM fabricated by the centrifugal method (Watanabe et al., 2002) . Note that the volume fraction of particles gradually increases towards the outer region. The most remarkable result shown in this figure is that the average particle size at the outer region is larger than that at the inner region, and the average particle size is gradually distributed in the FGMs. Although the data are not presented here, it has also been found that the particle size gradient in the FGM becomes steeper with increasing the G number or with decreasing the mean volume fraction of particles (Watanabe et al., 2002) . These results are in agreement with the Stokes' law; the migration distance is greater for larger particles.
Intermetallic-particle dispersed FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal method
Intermetallic compound particles could be also applicable for the centrifugal method as dispersed particles. The fabrication of the intermetallic compound particles dispersed FGMs by the centrifugal method can be classified into two categories based on the relation between the processing temperature and the liquidus temperature of master alloy . If the liquidus temperature of the master alloy is significantly higher than the processing temperature, as shown in Fig. 8 (a) , the dispersed phase remains solid in a liquid matrix during the centrifugal casting. Alternatively, if the liquidus temperature of the master alloy is lower than the processing temperature, as shown in Fig. 8 (b) , centrifugal force can be applied during the solidification both to the dispersed phase and to the matrix. These methods are referred to as a centrifugal solid-particle method and a centrifugal in-situ method, respectively .
Centrifugal solid-particle method
Since the liquidus temperature of Al-5mass%Ti alloy, containing 11vol% Al 3 Ti platelets in the Al matrix, is about 1160 o C and the processing temperature is 840 o C of a liquid-solid coexisting temperature, the Al 3 Ti platelets remain solid in the liquid Al matrix and a centrifugal force is worked directly to platelets during the casting process. Figure 9 shows typical microstructures of an Al/Al 3 Ti FGM fabricated under G = 30 (Watanabe et al., 2001) . It is found that the volume fraction of the Al 3 Ti platelets increases towards the outer region of the ring. The steeper distribution profile of the Al 3 Ti platelets is formed in case of larger applied G specimen. It is worthwhile to notice that the Al 3 Ti particles are oriented with their platelet planes nearly perpendicular to the radial direction of the ring. The graded distribution of orientation becomes steeper as the platelet size and mean volume fraction increases (Sequeira et al., 2007) . In this way, the orientation of the Al 3 Ti platelets, as well as the mean volume fraction of the particles, was found to be gradually distributed in the Al/Al 3 Ti FGMs (Watanabe et al., 2001) . It is known that volume fraction, size, shape and orientation of reinforcements in composite play an important role in improving the mechanical properties of the materials. Therefore, the Al/Al 3 Ti FGMs with oriented Al 3 Ti platelets should have an anisotropic wear resistance (Watanabe et al., 1999) . The anisotropic wear resistances in the Al/Al 3 Ti FGMs were measured in three directions, namely along the longitudinal direction on outer surface of the ring (A), along the radial direction on the radial plane (B), and along the hoop direction on the radial plane (C), and results are shown in Fig. 10 ( Watanabe et al., 2008) . The result for a pure Al specimen made by the same process is also shown in the figure for comparison. The wear volumes in the Al/Al 3 Ti FGM are much smaller than that of pure Al. Anisotropic wear resistance was found to be dependent on the direction of the test wear relative to the Al 3 Ti platelet orientation. Specimen tested along the Al 3 Ti platelets thickness direction shows the smallest wear resistance among the three orientations due to the ease with which the Al 3 Ti platelets broke. Although the data is not presented here, a greater anisotropy in wear resistance was found for specimens with larger orientation parameters (Watanabe et al., 2008) . (Watanabe et al., 2008) .
Centrifugal in-situ method
The master alloy ingot used for the fabrication of the Al/Al 3 Ni FGMs contains 20mass%Ni. The liquidus temperature of Al-20mass%Ni is about 780 o C, whereas the processing temperature is 900 o C. Therefore, the centrifugal force is applied directly to a liquid phase. Figures 11 (a) , (b) and (c) show typical microstructures of an Al/Al 3 Ni FGM taken at the inner, the interior, and the outer regions of the ring, respectively (Watanabe et al., 2004b) . As can be seen, the Al 3 Ni primary crystals are distributed graded manner in the specimen. Moreover, there is remarkable position dependence in the particle size, namely the smaller particles are found at the outer region of the ring, and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 12 . Since the motion of solid particles in a viscous liquid obeys Stokes' law, the particle size at the outer region is larger than that at the inner region by the centrifugal solid-particle method, as shown in Fig. 7 . Such results are contradictory to the present observation. Therefore, the mechanisms to form the graded composition by the centrifugal solid-particle method and the centrifugal in-situ method are different each other. It is also found that as the G number becomes larger, the particle size at the ring's outer region becomes smaller (Watanabe et al., 2004b) . It has been accepted in general that the crystallized particle size is varied depending on the solidification process. In case of the centrifugal method, it is reported that the cooling rate at the outer region of the ring is larger than that at the inner region (Kang & Rohatgi, 1996 , Hattori et al., 2010 . Moreover, the larger cooling rate for larger G-number specimens is found. Therefore, it is concluded that the difference in the particle size distributions of the Al/Al 3 Ni FGM fabricated by the centrifugal in-situ method should be mainly originated from a gradation of the cooling rate (Watanabe et al., 2004b) . To discuss the formation mechanism of the graded composition during the centrifugal insitu method, this method is employed for Al-33mass%Cu eutectic alloy, which do not have any primary crystals. The results are shown in Fig. 13 (Watanabe and Oike. 2005) . Noteworthy, it has been observed that the graded composition is appeared in the Al33mass%Cu eutectic alloy sample. The origin of the graded structure could, therefore, not be explained by migration of the primary crystals under the centrifugal force. The formation mechanism of the graded composition in the A-B alloy by the centrifugal insite method could be summarized as follows (Watanabe and Oike. 2005) . First, due to the density difference, partial separation of A and B elements in the liquid state occurs. Then, a chemical composition gradient is formed before the crystallization of the primary crystal. The primary crystal in the matrix appears to depend on local chemical composition. The primary crystal migrates according to density difference, and a further compositional gradient is formed. In the case of FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal in-situ method, the size of the primary crystal particles was smaller at the outer ring region, where the volume fraction of the particles is increased. Therefore, the particle size gradient emphasizes the gradients in mechanical properties. This may be one of the advantages of the FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal in-situ method.
Centrifugal slurry method
Although the powder metallurgy has many advantages to fabricate the FGMs, it is difficult to produce the FGMs with continuous gradients. By combination of the powder metallurgy and a centrifugal slurry method, this shortcoming can be overcome. For the centrifugal slurry method, slurry with two types of solid particles will be used, namely high-velocity particle with larger density and/or larger particle size and low-velocity particle with smaller density and/or smaller particle size, judging by eq. (1). The particles gradients can be controlled by the difference of migration rate between the two kinds of particles. After complete sedimentation occurs, liquid part of the slurry will be removed, and a green-body with continuous gradient can be obtained. The green-body is, then, subjected to sintering by SPS or other sintering methods, and finally an FGM with continuous gradient can be fabricated. Figure 14 shows migration velocities of Ti and ZrO 2 particles under the centrifugal force , where the densities of Ti particle and ZrO 2 particle are 4.5 Mg/m 3 and 5.95Mg/m 3 , respectively. It is obvious that the velocity of ZrO 2 particle is higher than that of Ti particle, when the particle size is same, due to its larger density. In this condition, Ti particle and ZrO 2 particle become low-velocity particle and high-velocity particle, respectively. On the other hand, if the slurry contains the smaller ZrO 2 particles and larger Ti particles, the Ti particles can have high velocity in a specific condition. Compositional gradient of the FGM fabricated by the centrifugal slurry method is calculated by simulation for the system with 90~150 µm particle sized Ti and 38~75 µm particle sized ZrO 2 particle. In this case, Ti particle and ZrO 2 particle becomes high-velocity particle and low-velocity particle, respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 15 (a) . Here, the horizontal axis is the normalized position of the green-body, and 0.0 and 1.0 correspond to the top and bottom surfaces of the settled green-body, respectively. It is clear from this figure that continuous gradient can be obtained by the centrifugal slurry method. However, large compositional gradient, from 0 vol% at one end to 100 vol% at another end of the FGM for specific component, cannot be achieved. This is because the low-velocity particles (ZrO 2 particle) placed at the bottom region before the sedimentation still may remain around same region after the complete sedimentation. To overcome the above shortcoming, a slurry pouring method has been proposed to fabricate the FGM with large compositional gradient . First, solvent of the slurry is inserted into a spinning mould, as shown in Fig. 16 (a) . Next, the slurry with two types of solid particles is poured into the spinning mould with solvent zone, as shown in Fig. 16 (b) . Then, two types of solid particles migrate toward the centrifugal force direction, as shown in Fig. 16 (c) . The existence of solvent zone increases the sedimentation period. As a result, large compositional gradient, for example from 0vol% at one end to 100vol% at another end, can be fabricated. Fig. 15 . Volume fraction distributions of Ti and ZrO 2 particles within the FGMs by the centrifugal slurry method (a) and by the centrifugal slurry-pouring method (b) obtained by the computer simulation . Width of solvent zone is 100mm. The computer simulation is conducted for the centrifugal slurry-pouring method, and results are shown in Fig. 15 (b) , here the width of solvent zone is 100mm . It is clear from this figure that the FGM has a continuous gradient. It should be pointed out that the volume fraction of Ti at the normalized position of 0.0 is 0%, while 100% at 1.0 position. Thus, a large compositional gradient can be achieved by the centrifugal slurry-pouring method. In order to verify and confirm the above simulation results, experiments were also conducted without and with the solvent zone. For simplicity, centrifugal force is not applied and particles were allowed to settle by gravity. After complete settlement of the particles, liquid is removed and the green-body is dried. The green-body was sintered by SPS method at 1300 o C for 5 minutes under applied stress of 30 MPa. FGMs obtained by SPS method have cylindrical shape with 20 mm in diameter. Figures 17 (a) and (b) show experimental results of volume fractional gradients within the FGMs fabricated by the centrifugal slurry method (width of solvent zone is 0mm) and centrifugal slurry-pouring method (width of solvent zone: 100mm), respectively . Without the solvent zone, compositional gradient is limited as shown in Fig. 17  (a) , whereas large compositional gradient, the range is between 0vol% and 100vol%, is achieved by the centrifugal slurry method with the solvent zone (the centrifugal slurrypouring method). Good agreement is found between the experimental and calculated profile. .
Centrifugal pressurization method
Centrifugal mixed-powder method
As a more developed fabrication method of FGMs under the centrifugal force, the centrifugal mixed-powder method was recently proposed by Watanabe et al. (Watanabe et al., 2009) . As a first step of the process, a powder mixture of matrix metal particles, A, and dispersion-particles, B, is inserted into a spinning mould, as shown in Fig. 18 (a) . Then, matrix metal ingot, A, is melted and poured into the spinning mould with powder mixture A + B, as shown in Fig. 18 (b) . As a result, the molten matrix metal, A, penetrates into the space between the particles by the centrifugal force pressure, as shown in Fig. 18 (c) . At the same time, powder of matrix metal, A, is melted by the heat from the molten matrix poured from a crucible, as shown in Fig. 18 (d) . Finally, an FGM ring with dispersion-particles, B, distributed on its surface, can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 18 (e) . Fig. 18 . The schematic description of the centrifugal mixed-powder method .
Cu-30vol%SiC mixed-powder was fabricated using pure Cu particles (99.9%, 1 mm and < 45m in diameter) and SiC particles (150 m). Using this mixed-powder, Cu/SiC FGM was fabricated by the centrifugal mixed-powder method using vertical-type centrifugal casting machine. The applied centrifugal force was G = 100, and the spinning mould containing the powder mixture was heated up to 800 o C. Then, molten Cu with purity of 99.9% was poured into the spinning mould (Watanabe et al., 2009) . When the Cu/SiC FGM was removed from the mould, no powders dropped out. Therefore, it is considered that all of the SiC particles in the powder mixture remained in the Cu/SiC FGM. SiC particles are observed on the outer surface of the specimen, as shown in Fig. 19 (a) (Watanabe et al., 2009 (Matsuura et al., 2000) . A combination of the reactive casting and centrifugal casting can be applied to the fabrication of a Ni-aluminide / steel clad pipe having an excellent resistance to corrosion and oxidation as well as a considerable level of toughness. This novel method is named as a reactive centrifugal casting method (Watanabe et al., 2004a , Watanabe et al., 2011 . Ni powder was placed on a spinning steel pipe, as shown in Fig. 19 (a) , and molten Al was poured into the steel pipe, as shown in Fig. 19 (b) . The molten Al and Ni powder exothermically reacted and produced a composite layer consisting of Ni-aluminides on the inner surface of the steel pipe, as shown in Fig. 19 (c) . The heat generated by the exothermic reaction melted the inner surface of the steel pipe and bonded the composite layer to the steel. Since inexperience Al ingots are used instead of the experienced Al powder, this process will reduce the production cost. Figure 20 shows the SEM photograph of specimen fabricated under G = 80. The pouring temperature of the Al liquid and the preheating temperature of nickel powder were 1200 o C and 700 o C, respectively. A wide region having homogeneous microstructures can be observed in the composite layer of the sample. In a region away from the joint interface, however, the graded microstructure was formed. It was shown that the reaction is remarkably promoted by increasing the pouring temperature of Al, the preheating temperature of the nickel and the centrifugal force. It is also found that the amounts of initial Al and Ni play an important role in the control of the microstructure. Fig. 21 . Typical SEM photograph of the Ni-aluminide/steel clad pipe fabricated by the reactive centrifugal casting method (Watanabe et al., 2004a 
Conclusion
Functionally graded materials (FGMs) can be fabricated under a centrifugal force, by which it is possible to produce the FGMs with continuous gradients. Fabrication methods of FGMs under the centrifugal force are classified into three categories, namely centrifugal method, centrifugal slurry method and centrifugal pressurization method. We have emphasized the use of the FGM fabrication methods under the centrifugal force as ones of the practical methods, since it has the feasibility of scaling up to mass production at a low cost. Although this chapter is mainly based on the studies by the authors, some other investigators have also fabricated FGMs using a similar method. The research activity in this field is continually increasing.
